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Walsh challenges students
Inside by Sarah Den Boer feeling to the "disquieting anxiety"
people feel today.
"Christians must listen to the
pained voices in OUf culture,"
Walsh said. "Those are the authen-
tic ones." He explained Christians
must go further and provide an
alternative to the darkness. They
must be lights and spread hope
with the Gospel of Christ instead
of with the story of progress and
civilization.
Walsh's second lecture was the
most demanding. He read an aca-
demic paper in which he applied
techniques of deconstructionist
criticism to a deconstructionist
reading of Colossians. He conclud-
ed that the only escape from the
contradictions of post-modernism
is through the sacrificial work of
Christ, not the assertion of power.
In his final lecture Walsh
addressed idolatry as being at the
root of problems both in Colossi
and today. He ended with a plea for
Dordt students and faculty to read
Scripture interactively and be
active in culture.
Staff Writer
your
Dordt
"I lie just to be real, and I'd die
just to feel/why do the same old
things keep happening?" .
According to Brian Walsh, these
lyrics by the Smashing Pumpkins
convey the sentiments of a post-
modem age.
Walsh. chaplain at the
University of Toronto, was this
year's Staley lecturer. His lecture
series was entitled "The Word of
Truth in a Post-Modern Context:
Reading Colossians at the End of
the Millennium."
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"Christians must listen to
the pained voices in our
culture," Walsh said.
"Those are the authentic
ones."
"He was intellectual, yet very
direct and concrete," said senior
Karen den Boer. "He challenged
me to keep growing in Christ."
he highlighted the similarities
between the world of Colossi and
present post-modern times. The
apostle Paul focused on the
Colossians' feeling of displace-
ment which Walsh compared that
our culture, it is important for us to
critically question and
think-Walsh challenged us to do
just that," junior Brandie Ocshner
commented.AndrewMoody
Brian Walsh interacts with the audienceat oneof his lectures.
Hielema discusses devotions
Devotions is a counter-cultural
activity: we are asked to live slow-
ly in a fast-paced world, be silent
in a noisy world, wait for long-
term benefits in an instant gratifi-
cation world, and become a listen-
er in a non-stop talking world.
Finally, Hielema talked about
reasons to do devotions. "Faith,"
he said, "is a relationship, which,
like all relationships, requires cul-
tivation through communication."
Focusinz on God and His wordo .
gives us time to refocus our lives,
as well as a chance to get rid of the
"inner garbage" we accumulate
throughout the day-all our anxi-
eties, irritations, and disappoint-
ments.
Devotions keep us rooted in the
Lord, so that when the difficulties
of life swirl around us-like an F-S
tornado-we will not be shaken
because of our firm foundation.
Spending time with God takes
commitment, and Hielema sug-
gested finding a regular time and
place in which to do this.
Having a daily quiet time is a
challenge for most students, and
they appreciated Hielema's
insights and encouragement, as
well as his willingness to share
what he has learned.
by Allison De Jong
Staff Writer
"Faith," he said, "is a rela-
tionship, which, like all
relationships, requires cul-
tivation through communi-
cation."
Latin music at
first concert of
the year.
and opening with prayer. He first
emphasized the obstacles that pre-
vent us from doing devotions.
Many students believe they are just
too busy to do devotions, but often
this is because they are not priori-
tizing. Even though homework is
important, Hielema ~ggested
spending a little less time on it, if it
means spending personal time with
God instead.
Hielema discussed the chal-
lenges we face in doing devotions.
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Travis Bonnema
Professor Hielema challenges stndents to spend more personal time with God.
Campus computers experience summer changes
by Brady Fopma
Staff Reporter
Terror. How else could you
describe the feeling that gripped
returning students as they sat down
at one of the Dordt computers for
the first time this school year? No
more cute waving flags at the bot-
tom of the screen. No more minis-
cule monitors in the multimedia
labs. No more Messenger! Yes,
something has drastically gone
wrong: the computer services team
was hard at work again over the
summer!
As many of you noticed, some
key pieces of the Dordt College
computer network have changed
since last year. Specifically, sever-
al blueberry iMacs now glow in the
ASK Center, 17-inch monitors
have replaced the IS-inch models
in the multimedia labs, many com-
puters have been swapped with
speedier machines, and, most
notably, GroupWise has knocked
Netscape Messenger off its one-
year pedestal.
Few complaints have been
voiced from students regarding the
hardware upgrades of the past
summer; however, the new email
package has created a stir through-
out the student body. GroupWise is
the third email product implement-
ed on campus in the past three
years.
According to Computer
Services director Brian Van
Donselaar, the decision to convert
to GroupWise "was the result of
careful analysis of the campus'
messaging needs both now and for
the foreseeable future." Van
Donselaar noted that GroupWise's
security, its message status track-
ing features, and its efficiency on
the network where areas were the
product dominated Messenger's
capabilities. Additionally, the abili-
ty to use a global address book,
share folders with other users, and
use a web interface
(groupwise.dordt.edu) for home
access were major pluses for
Bosscher leads students
in unashamed worship
by Laura Apol
Staff Reporter
When 1 saw the-bli ered fingetl;
of the guitar player for "Jonah's
Whale", they portrayed the
thought everyone was thinking. "I
don't care how much it hurts or
what it looks like, I'm going to
praise God with no shame."
One of the beginning songs for
the praise rally with Brian
Bosscher and "Jonah's Whale"
was the song, "No Shame." During
this song, hundreds of high school
and Dordt students proudly pro-
claimed that they would serve God
without fear and without shame.
Jason Kuiper, a student at Dordt,
said, "The song that talked about
no shame helped me let loose and
glorify God." To emphasize the
point that anyone can serve God
shamelessly Bosscher encouraged
young people to come to the front
and tell their serving stories. One
girl told of meeting drug dealers
and passing out tracts to them on
the streets of Cleveland. A youth
leader told of her witnessing for
God by simply helping a man at
Convention clean up garbage
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strewn across the lawn.
The band for the event, "Jonah's
Whale," was a great example of
students serving their God. Most
of tfie: memB n are
from Sioux Falls and Rock Valley.
They have been together for
almost three years. Bosscher was
excited that the band was selected
by the Hawkeye league to play for
the event. He said in this way he
could "emphasize youth leading
youth."
Although Bosscher emphasized
anyone's ability to work for the
Lord, he also spoke of the counter-
attacks by Satan. Newsworthy
attacks such as the recent incident
in Fort Worth, Texas, catches the
eye of the media quite quickly.
Unfortunately, these small attacks
of Satan on God's power is broad-
casted much more often than the
millions of examples every day
when God is setting people free
from the power of the devil. "Tom
Brokaw isn't gonna talk about
that," said Bosscher.
Nearing the end of the rally,
Bosscher encouraged all the stu-
dents to gather into groups of four
to pray. Quickly, small clans of
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young people clumped together to
lift their needs to the Lord. With
the band playing in the back-
ground, everyone searched their
soul and ra ed for their needs
Group Wise's package.
In order to help students adjust
to the new email program,
Information Services has offer~d
several GroupWise training ses-
sions during the past three weeks.
Staff member Emily Lund directed
thirty-minute courses on email,
address book, and calendar fea-
tures of GroupWise. Lund noticed
that many students found some of
the advanced features of the pro-
gram to be worthwhile, such as the
calendar. "A few students with
whom I have since had contact
have mentioned that the calendar is
a vital time management tool.
Because of the color coding tasks,
and the fact that an uncompleted
task stays visible until it is com-
pleted, the students find the calen-
dar a very beneficial tool to keep
them on-track and on-time," said
Lund.
Although some students may
find the task of learning yet anoth-
er email system frightening, Van
Donselaar assures that,
"GroupWise provides the entire
campus community an excellent
messaging system that should
serve our needs for several years."
Read his lips-no more new
email systems. That should make
everyone a little less anxious about
their first network computer expe-
rience come fall 2000.
Medema performs during
teacher's convention
Popular Christian songwriter,
singer and keyboardist Ken
Medema- will appear in concert in
the BJ. Haan Auditorium on
Thursday, October 7, at 7:30 p.m.
Medema has been writing and
performing
his own
songs since
1970, when
he worked as
care , a ro e. rsa eo, a
youth group member, said, "I
thought the prayer was very pow-
erful."
A large portion of the rally was,
of course, praising the God that
had brought them all together. The
rally began with loud action songs
to get the crowd moving. Slower
songs brought the students to an
attitude of reverence for the pres-
ence of God that was in the build-
ing. The ending songs were the
most powerful. Students joined
together in strong voices to honor
their God, showing that they were
not ashamed of their faith.
Most of the youth left the BJ
Haan with their ears ringing and
their hearts singing. Not only were
the spectators moved, but the lead-
ers also. Bosscher said, "I was
overwhelmed, grateful, excited,
and deeply moved at the exuberant
praise, sincere prayers, and high
energy. There's something totally
unique about the Spirit here.
People are here to be here."
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apist at a
psychiatric
hospital.
Today he is a
full-time per-
former, with
a concert
schedule that
has taken
him across
Nor t h
America and
to Australia,
Africa, and
Europe. He
is known to
hundreds of
Sioux land
young people as one of the main
attractions of the annual conven-
tions of Youth Unlimited, a min-
istry of the Christian Reformed
Church.
Medema's music is earthy and
direct, full of stories and humor. It
borrows musical styles from rock
to classical, from ballad to blues.
Alone on the stage with a grand
piano, two state-of-the-art synthe-
sizers and an electronic percussion
machine, Medema creates a flood
of sound and light that entertains,
inspires and informs, A trademark
of Medema concerts, and an audi-
ence favorite, is his impromptu
composing, as Medema takes a
few ideas
suggested by
audience
members and
weaves a
'Song on the
spot.
Ken Medemawill be on campus
October 7 and 8.
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TIle Diamond is published by students
of Dordt College 10present and dis-
cuss events on campus and beyond.
I n
addition to
his public
concert on
Thursday
n i g h t ,
Medema will
deliver the
opening
keynote
address of
the Heartland
Christian
Educators'
Convention,
meeting on
October 7
and 8.
General admission tickets for
the concert will be available at the
door and in advance at the Student
Union Building. Tickets, which
will not be sold by phone, are
$4.00 for adults and $3.00 for stu-
dents (K-college). Family ticket
price is $12.00, and organizations
may purchase tickets for groups of
ten or more for $2.00 apiece.
Any letters. comments, or opinions are
welcome. Contributions must be
received before 5:00 p.m. the Monday
before publication to be printed in that
issue. Send contributions to:
Diamond
DonIl CoUege
Sioux Center, IA
Sl2S0
dlamond@dordt.edu
Opinions expressed are not necessarily
the view of !be Diamond or of Dordt
College, but represent !be views of
individualwriters. TIle Dianwnd
reserves !be right 10edit or refuse
publication of any contribution.----'..-;.
es and for the bond election, and
if those are successful, we might
have a start on the buildingin the
spring," says Alberda. From
There is something to talk there, the construction of the
about in Sioux Center lately; entire building would take
something that can interest per- between 12 and 18 months.
manent citizens and Dordt The location of the new com-
Students alike. The city, school plex will be either near or at the
system and Dordt College have location of the existing indoor
embarked on a co-operative ven- pool building. The fate of the old
~. making plans for a new structure is still being discussed
aquatic/ice arena complex some- by the Recreation and Arts
where in the near future. Council, although Alberda says
The idea is hardly a new one. opinion is leaning towards a
Iii fact, according to Professor completelynew building.
WJllisAlberds, a memberof City While this new resource will
• as-wellas the Recreation be available to the entire public;
Nts Council, "This goes of Sioux Center, certain 8SJl1ti'l~
k a long time, as long as eight of it will cater more to ceI~1Ii
" Definite plans, however, groups than others. For example(
!lOtbeen set in motion until Dordt will have little use for the
by Kimberly Lambrighl ed to the board this of Dordt College, but De two years ago. According outdoor family aquatic center.
SiaffW iter October. Wit is confident that .
r the reason that this However,it will benefit
A prospective renova- The Student Life and although some green has been proposed fromthe ice arenawtUd"
tion to Dordt's campus, Learning Center will space will be covered up, the present swim- the new home of the
the new Student Life and offer numerous advan- the verdancy behind the po<>lhas reached the end of BladesHockeyClub, as well as a
L . C t h Id tages It wI'11be "conven BJHaan auditorium will ~ f ...carrurig en er-, 0 s. - ts life." The present acilities place for recreational ice skati
much promise to further ient for students and con- be enhanced to "repface are old and the pool periodically While this is the case.At....
enhance the spirit of the venient for prospective what's lost:' leaks, which will make the plan stronglystressed the importance
II't President of Student -&co ege c.ornrrru m y. necessary in the next lew years. of the joint use concept which
"Our plan is to con- "Our plan is to con- Forum Brian Koning In llsponse to this problem, looks toward the total need of the
b Ild l t thinks the Student Life . . th . hstruct a U1 mg 0 con- struct a building to ennnes: e CIty, t e whole community.
nect the Student Union and Learning Center. is a system and Dordt Along with the
Building to the Library connect the SUB to "really good idea" that oDege, plan to equallyshare the other changes will occur to
with a common .lobby," the•.biibl'.li~~~~~~:,,:,_..Wi,i;i~lI;,,;clio~m.. b~iNn.e_m~0li;r~e_alireilallills_-1.clolst.oifltlhielcllo,milie~xil'I"~wle.c~afjn_"D~o~'d~t~co~mim~u~n~it.a~slwiel.l~alslt.hle~_';;=': ;::::;said vice president - arger-,
Bernie De Wit. The common lobby," said enhance the whole stu- we do it this way than if we each Center. It could mean a possible
library will be modified, Bernie De Wit. dent experience. He have to do our own. And that's increase in taxes for citiiztllllFlIIllitl
and the SUB will be torn hopes that more social the principle behind it," says tuition for students. General
down. The new building interaction, such as Alberda. The complex will opinion, however, according to a
will house the library, students visiting cam- group studying. will be include an indoor swimming post card survey of citizens and
bookstore, student serv- pus." according to encouraged by the pool, an outdoor family aquatic general discussion between stu-
ices offices. admissions Bernie De Wit. It will accommodating new center and an ice arena which dents, seems to indicate overall
offices, snack bar, game also serve as an "Infor- building. He would also could possibly double as an approval of the project. Most
room, and a much larger mation center for the like to see some small indQor. soccer field. The cost of seem to think it will be exciting
lounge area, beneficial campus," as well as a rooms built into the tlie building has been estimated to have new resourcesavailable.
for Praise and Worship. place to "develop student Center, for either indi- to _ about 6 million dollars, While the concept of this new
The earliest possible life and learning." vidual studying or prayer witll funds coming from the col- complex is an exciting prospect,
-date of construction is Some Dordt students rooms, "a needed thing lege, tax money, individual and Alberda stressed, "It's not defi-
May, 2000, after the believe the change will at Dordt." according to business gifts general obligation nite. There's a lot of things that
plans have been present- negatively affect the look Koning. bonds run throughout the school have to fall into place before we
Students take a stand for adoption :::~!l;:nw~~~e~:~:~~d~~ ~~~:~~n~;i:~~:E~?r;~~;:~~:~
that they can be presented to the thing worth talking about.
publicboth for campaignpurpos-
A computer simulated drawing shows what the new Student Life Center will look like
from inside.
Student Life Center in the works
by Ryan Vande Kraats hopes to inform the people who
read the billboard about options
other than abortion. "Most people
there are other options out there.
Instead of having an abortion,
there is the whole other option of
having the
baby and put-
ting it up for
adoption."
In the
past, DDL has
attended Pro-
Life rallies,
hosteddebates,
andhas partici-
pated in the
defending of
the lives of
unborn chil-
dren in many
otherway.This
bill board,
which is on
highway 18,
east of Rock
Valley, is
undoubtedly one of their boldest
and most noticeable'messages of
the sanctityof life.
Staff Reporter
Last week the
DordtDefendersof
Life (DDL) took a
big stepout into the
surrounding com-
munity, spreading
theirpro-lifemessage
ina waythat ishard to
miss.In a projectthat
took almost eight
hours to complete,
this active club
spent almost an
entire Saturday
painting a billboard
nearRock Valley.
This bill board,
which is nine feet
tall and 27 feet
long, boldly wears
the phrase "Adoption, I Can Live
withThat." Lisa Oschner, a mem-
ber of DDL, says that the cluh
Photo submitted
DDLmembers painted a billboard along Highway 18.
already know about abortion. We
wanted to let 'people with
"unwanted" babies know that
Sioux Center cooperates with Dordt
on new ice rink and pool area
by Janelle Saarloos
Staff Reporter
Dordt, there is still a broad range of
opinions on campus. Many of
these opinions come in gray areas
of the faith which have no explicit
answer in Scripture. Exploring the
gray areas of differing opinion
within the faith should be a major
goal of Gen 300. Proverbs 27: 17
states, "As iron sharpens iron, so
one man sharpens another." We
should use this class to sharpen
each other to be weapons for the
defense of the Gospel, not just to
learn about one view.
High School Football' and a, Higher Calling
by RossGroen
Staff Writer
When I was in high school I
played football. During the season
we met every day at lunch (includ-
ing Saturdays) to view films.
During these times we would
watch films of our own team and
see how we played. We would dis-
cuss what worked, what did not
work, and find areas to improve.
We did not stop there, though. We
also watched films of teams we
were going to play to see how their
systems worked, so we could find
weaknesses and exploit them in
order to win. This is similar to
what I would like to see happening
in Gen 300.
General Education 300,
Calling, Task, and Culture is a
class which all four-year students
are required to take. In the syllabus
this class is described as " an inter-
disciplinary course exploring the
issues involved in being Christ-
centered disciples called to imple-
ment the insights they have learned
during their college years. It helps
students develop and articulate a
Christian worldview for Kingdom
service." In this class, though, I
struggle with the feeling that we
are only watching one game film
and not even looking at the oppos-
ing team, not even being exposed
to other views.
Gen 300 should be a class
which everyone looks forward to
in order to develop their faith ana
apply it to practical issues of
everyday life, but it is not. Rather,
Is recreational water ~~waste"
claim out of context?
much more water than what we inform us, water is a renewableGuest Writer
would use. He felt that both OUf resource. Bruce reports that the
A recent Diamond writer pointed water supply and our city water water, after entering the storm
out the high water usage in the system were more than capable of drains on Dordt's campus, is chan-
"Fireman Game," part of this providing for this activity without neled into one of several local
year's freshman orientation. any major impact on the city or our creeks as naturally as rainwater.
Although I can understand and environment in Northwest Iowa. Because it avoids the processing
sympathize with the concerns-the Second, the water used in the plant, no energy is wasted in its
given estimate of 17,000 gallons, game is not useful to those "many renewal. It flows through a net-
though unsupported, does reprc- people around the world." The work of creeks and rivers back' to
sent a tremendous amount of cost of transporting the fluid far the ocean, evaporating along the
water-I feel that the issue is exceeds its practical value except way, and returns to us for our reuse
somewhat distorted. I give three as a pure bottled water commodity. in the form of rain (or, too often,
reasons. The average resident of the said snow)! ~
First, the water is not in short "sub-Sahara Africa or India" would I commend the author for ~ '.I
supply locally. I spoke with .H_;a;rl;a~n_~n~o~t~br,e~a~b~le~~t1lo~a*f~fo~r*dn..s~u~c~h~~e~x;~nrl~n~r.0~~a~c;liti:rY~'~!!~1l1!'11'i~~FmfI8-year old male
Kroid ~ of ~ pr S a r or orma con- no 109 or grante. t IS Important orne or the first time in
Public Water, regarding this matter. sumption, that we, as stewards of God's ere- search of a college education. He
He reports that our city bas two Finally, and contrary to one of ation, constantly reflect on our was brought up in a Christian
water supply reservoirs totaling the writer's final arguments, "those actions and strive to be the earth- horne and went to a fqirly conser-
650,000 gallons. Harlan also thousands of gallons of water" keepers He has mandated us to be. vative Christian high school.
pointed out that the city has to be were not "thrown away." As Bruce And let's use His creation to the Throughout high school he essen-
prepared at all times for fire emer- Midthun of Sioux Center's water fullest, praising Him for the tially lived in a bubble of sorts,
gencies, which inevitably consume treatment plant would be quick to firetrucks and the fun! never really experiencing the real
world and what it had to offer.
Yep, that was me all right,
along with every other Christian
high school student. I attended a
Christian high school in the sub-
urb of Lakewood, Colorado living
in the so-called 'bubble' of
Christian education. As my friends
and I grew older and closer to
graduation we continually com-
plained that we had been sheltered
too much at our school. I also
wondered what life would be like
in a place where my 'bubble'
would be popped and where there
would be no one around who knew
what I was capable of doing.
Soon after my arrival in Sioux
Center I found that life outside the
bubble is not so bad, and those
friends and teachers I had back
home would have to stay there
because they belong there and I
here. However, among all the new
experiences I had those first cou-
pie months here, I discovered
quite possibly the greatest paradox
in Christian education.
The term 'living in a bubble'
often refers to a person who never
knows what is going on and does
Liam Starkenburg
Waste, Water, and Wesponsibility
by Dr. John Kok, Ron
Rynders, Sarah Vriend,
Aron luidhof
Guest Writers
A recent article entitled, "Does
Fun Have to Equal 17,000 Gallons
of Water?" caused the Dordt com-
munity to stop and consider how
the creation mandate is being ful-
filled through the activities that
were chosen for the Freshmen
Olympics held on Tuessday,
August 24th.
The "Water Wars" (a duel of
fire hoses to push a barrel to the
opposing team's side) was one of
seven activities that comprised
Dordt's first annual Freshmen
Olympics. These seven activities,
which we believe should be contin-
ued again next year, do not contra-
dict Christian values and our refor-
mational worldview for a variety of
reasons.
First we would like to clear up
some misinformation presented in
the article. The article's quantity of
17,000 gallons of water appears to
have been calculated by multiply-
ing the hoses's maximum capacity
by three hours of water wars.
Freshmen Olympics lasted one
hour and 40 minutes and the hoses
were running for approximately
half an hour. (The firemen stopped
the hoses with each new set of four
students to explain the rules.) This
would calculate 2,700 gallons, not
the 17,000 gallons that was record-
-ed. Nevertheless, it is not the
amount of water that is the main
issue at stake. Instead, it is the
view of what stewardship demands
of us and a broadening of perspec-
tives on this particular event.
So secondly, we would like to
share the goals of Freshmen
Olympics. In any event, small or
large, there are several goals.
Some of them are visual or meas-
urable. Some of them are affective
or even subliminal. Nonetheless,
the Olympics had goals that we are
convinced are sound and valuable.
If in the process toward achieving
those goals available resources are
used, that is justified to a certain
extent. If the goal is to get food or
harvest a crop, internal combustion
engines need nearly always be
used, and if pollution results, that is
not something which supercedes
the pursuit of a greater goal for the
moment. The end does not always
justify the means, however, we
came to the conclusion that the
amount of water that went down
the sewer drain and out to a local
creek was justified by the good
wholesome fun for which it was
used, along with the community
and social benefits it contributed
towards opening up the freshmen
class to each other and to Dordt
College. Our primary goal was to
integrate group orientated settings
that would be conducive to stimu-
late teamwork and build friend-
ships. We chose to look at it in a
broader perspective, using the
seven activities as a means to
meaningfully mold and mature the
identity of the new freshmen class.
. continued under
Wesponsibility
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Thank those who
prepare you
many students feel that we are hav-
ing someone else's views rammed
down our throats, a feeling that we
are being propagandized. This is a
waste. In order to understand the
issues we face in the world today,
we need to see them from all sides.
We need some meaningful, civi-
lized debate in which people pas-
sionately argue and really feel the
need to defend themselves in order
to work through the issues.
Even though there are many
people with similar backgrounds at
by Mitch Beaumont
Assistant Editor
not have a clue on how to operate
outside their 'bubble.' That is how
I thought I was going to feel as [
entered the college atmosphere.
Quite the opposite occurred as I
settled in here. I felt more at home
and much more prepared for the
new world around me than I ever
thought was possible.
The bubble I lived in from
sixth grade through high school
was the very reason I felt so pre-
pared for what lay ahead of me in
classes and also in the social
arena. Don't you find that even the
least bit ironic? A bubble actually
prepared me for the real world?
That should not make any sense,
but the more I have thought about
it, the more sense it makes. Those
dedicated teachers who spent
above and beyond the effort
required for their job to shape you
and form you into the person that
you are today, those friends who
you were sick of sometimes but
who also were there for you when
you needed them most, all the time
while you were living that life in
high school, unbeknownst to you,
you were being prepared for a life
above and beyond anything that
you had ever known.
Regardless if you have known
a Christian perspective of educa-
tion your whole life, or if Dordt is
your first glance, I urge you to
realize what a blessing a Christian
education really is. I know that I
would not be 'me' today without
the aid of the teachers and friends
I had in Christian high school. I
also know that the person I am
becoming at Dordt College would
not be possible without the train-
ing of the professors and friends
that I have made since last year.
Take a moment and thank those
who sacrifice to make you who
you really are.
Contact the Diamond
at X6431 or
diamond@dordt.edu
Faithful
women
care for
campus
By Rose Ann Vander Wal
Staff Writer
Someone once said that the
only things that you can count on
in life are death and taxes. I would
like to suggest an addition to that
list-the Dordt cleaning ladies.
Everyone at Dordt knows that
they can count on this band of
women to get the job done. Anyone
who has ever lived in a dorm with
a communal bathroom knows just
how important these ladies are.
Who can forget what the bath-
rooms look like on Sunday night or
after a mud slide? This crew cleans
just about every one of Dordt's
dorms as well as the Commons, the
B.l. Haan Auditorium and the
Music building. They usually work
from three to six days a week, from
around seven in the morning until
three in the afternoon. Some of
these ladies have been cleaning
here for almost thirty years.
Eileen Van vorst. who has been
working here or 9 years, can
recall some vivid cleaning experi-
ences. She remembers, "One thing
I think that was unusual was when
I came to clean the bathroom and
there were rabbit skins and blood
all over, the rabbits were hanging
on the shower rod. [The students]
said they were going to eat them."
Arnola Wynia has been cleaning
North Hall since August of 1998.
She said, "One of the worst messes
to clean up was with the mud slid-
ing in 1998. We had about two
inches of mud and grass in the
showers. The boys had fun but
what a mess." Eileen Van Vorst
says that one of the hardest things
to clean up is honey and ketchup
on the floor, "but usually we don't
have much to complain about."
The resounding comment from
these ladies is that they love work-
ing with and seeing the students.
photo submitted
Eileen Van Voorst and Henrietta Den Besten pause while
cleaning a West Hall bathroom.
Wilma Vander Berg says,
"Youthful vitality, friendly smiles
and warm greetings are a plus."
and Dorothy Mouw, who cleans
North hall, comments, "I like the
activity. Things are never dull at
N rth a1" Carol Prinsen's
favorite part of the job is not clean-
ing but "meeting the kids."
They have also received some
unexpected gifts. One year, around
Easter, Dorothy Mouw was clean-
ing out the vacuums in North Hall.
"When 1 opened the zipper on the
bag 1 found a decorated Easter egg
in every vacuum." She also says
that she has recei ved several house
plants over the years. Henrietta
Den Besten even remembers get-
ting invited to a West Hall
Christmas party.
All of these women, whether
they are called 'cleaning ladies' or
'the housekeeping staff' or even, as
someone ~uggested, 'domestic
engineers,' do more than just clean;
they lift spirits. They provide a
sense of a home away from home.
Annette Elgersma and Sara
Johnson both talk about how much
Parent's Weekend 1999
Thursday, October 1
7:30pm Theater Production,
Crimes of the Heart, TePaske Theatre
Friday, October 15
8:00am-3:00pm Visit classes with your student
3:00-7:00 Registration, SUB lobby
7:30 Fall Music Festival, BJ. Haan Auditorium:
Concert Choir, Chorale, Concert Band and Chamber
Orchestra present their first concert of the year. Free
will offering.
7:30 Women's Volleyball, Dordt vs. Black Hills
9:30 Reception in Recreation Center;
Meet faculty and staff over coffee and cookies
10:30 Comedy League, B.J. Haan Auditorium
Saturday, October 16
8:00am-noon Registration, SUB lobby
8:45 President's brunch
Enjoy a complementary brunch with President and
Mrs. Zylstra as you meet other parents and old
friends,
they appreciate these women.
"When 1 come back from class 1
really enjoy chatting with the
cleaning ladies as they clean my
bathroom. They are always ready.
and willing to tell a fun story to
brijlhten my day." Sara comment-
ed.
But for all their great work and
friendly smiles, these ladies often
do not get the respect that they
deserve. "What I don't like is the
lack of respect we as cleaning
ladies get from people who think
that they are better than us," stated
Judy Van Roeke!. She continued,
"We have all been called to do
God's will. So maybe we weren't
called to be teachers, or professors,
or Administration. But we are
called and we all deserve respect."
She is right. These domestic engi-
neers all deserve our respect as
well as our thanks. So the next
time you run into one of them in
the bathroom, in the classroom
building, in the Commons or any-
where else, be sure to give them a
big smile and a "thank you"
because they deserve it.
8:45 Sibling's brunch
Organized activities for small children in SUB until
1O:00am
Middle school through high school students are invit-
ed to use facilities in the recreation center.
10:15-noon Academics in Action
Visit a model class, participate in discussions and lab
activities. '
12:30 Women's soccer, Dordt vs. NebraskaWesleyan
2:00 Women's volleyball, Dordt vs. SD Tech
2:30 Men's soccer, Dordt vs. Sioux Falls
2:30 Theater Production,
Crimes of the Heart*; TePaske Theate
2:00-4:00 Parent's coffee, SUB lounge
7:00 Jeopardy; BJ. Haan Auditorium
7:30 Theater production;
Crimes of the Heart; TePask~ Theater
9:30 Complimentary ice cream social;Commons
"Complimentary tickets can be reserved on registration form
Fall fest preview
By Jen Hoogeveen
Staff Writer
The Dordt campus will be
buzzing with the annual Fall Fest
activities beginning at 1:00 on Friday
afternoonand ending Saturday at mid-
night StudentActivitiesClubmembers
Molly Schuttinga, Stacey Prince,
Livija Shannon, and Tammy
Bekker are in charge of the events.
Fall Fest begins with popcorn
served outside the SUB during the
day Friday. Surround yourself in a
calm atmosphere of music and can-
dIes at the Common Grounds
Friday evening from 9:00 to 12:00
a.m. or enjoy smores anytime
between 10:00 p.m. and 12:00 a.m.
The 5K run and 2 mile fun
run/walk begins Saturday at 9:00
a.m. After the outdoor hockey tour-
nament that afternoon, pull out the
cowboy hat and bust a move at the
country dance located at the fair-
grounds, beginning at 9:00 p.m.
Schuttinga states there are a lot of
activities and she encourages
everyone to participate in the first
big activity of the school year.
More than just
the materials
By Allison B. Schaap
Staff Writer
Art Professor Susan Van Rees
is known for her taste of style in
her home, She is working on turn-
ing her home into an art gallery.
Van Rees said, "I was able to rent
this house, and there was a lot of
room. 1decided to bring some of
the culture here, and it is a valu-
able place to hold art events."
Van Rees used to teach at the
University of South Dakota, but
she10yes a
does herself. She said of her
favorite artist, Anselm Kiefer, "I
don't own any of his work because
they cost at least a million dollars,
but 1 love the way he captures tile
multiple levels of art ...there is a lot
of symbolism, and it is not super-
ficial."
If Van Rees had to use one
word to describe art, it would be
"gestalt." She goes on to explain,
"It means the whole is greater than
the parts. They become more than
the material, and it transcends."
eral arts college. They [the stu-
dents 1 are serious here, there is
good equipment here, and the arts
are expanding ...it's a vital part of
the college," Van Rees said.
As far as famous paintings go,
Van Rees has made well-known
pieces a part of her gallery, Most
of the paintings and sculptures she
home, an Rees says with a smile,
she gets the most comments on the
fragile-looking chairs, which she
says are functional. But people are
still afraid they will break,
Van Rees noted about her art-
work, "I would have to say all 1 do
is done to the glory of God ...God
has been an influence in my mind-
set, not just my input."
Andrew Mood
ofessor Van Rees, a graduate of Northwestern College
in Orange City, stands by one of her pieces.
,': .
•••
Latin theme to this
by Andrea Voogt
Staff Reporter
The annual Pops Concert was
held at 6:30 pm on Friday,
September 17, 1999, in the BJ.
Haan Auditorium. The concert fea-
tured the Concert Band and the
Chamber Orchestra. The theme this
year was the flavor of Latin
America. Emcee entertainment
was provided by Andrew Compton
and Craig Broek, who interviewed
Gabriel Florit, an international stu-
dent at Dordt. After the concert
chips and salsa were provided by
the Student Activities Committee,
and the movie The Mask of Zorro
was shown.
The Concert Band performed
five pieces, including Fandango,
Puebla de Los Angeles, El
Relicarlo, Malaguefia, and the
Macarena. The Chamber
Orchestra performed six pieces,
including La Boca Grande,
Chipanecas, La Paloma, Fiesta, La
Bamba, and Espana Cani. During
Chiapanecas, children from the
audience were invited to come to
the front of the auditorium to swing
at a pinata packed full of candy.
The audience was also invited to
by Brian Wisselink
A s E Page Editor
Beth Henley's "Crimes of the
Heart," the Dordt theater depart-
ment's fall play promises to be
quite a different production than
last year's main stage shows. In
contrast to last year's epic produc-
tions of "Macbeth" and "Joyful
Noise," the 1981 Pulitzer Prize
winning play has a modern setting,
realistic (though eccentric) charac-
ters, and a small set.
The American-southern play
centers on the lives of the three
Magrath sisters, Lenny, Meg, and
Babe (played by Anna Young,
Emily Vander Hart, and Danielle
Vriend respectively) and how they
deal with a variety of crises they
encounter and their relationships
with each other. Director Simon Du
Toit, who directed this play nine
years ago when he was at
Redeemer College, chose the play
partly because it centered on
women, "We have four or five
times more women theater majors
then men, so it seemed appropriate
that we should choose a play that
would focus on women. It was also
" . . '. ~
important that we picked a play
that was relatively small in scale."
dance to the
music of the
Macarena
and La
Bamba.
According to
Dr. Henry
Duitman, the
main purpose
of the con-
cert was to
have a per-
formance
early in the
year to force
the band and
orchestra
members to
get back in
shape, as
well as to
give a gift to
the student
community.
The Pops
Concert is
the least for-
mal of the
band and orchestra concerts, and
having it early in the evening
leaves time for other social activi-
ties that college students like to
participate in after the concert.
Travis Bonnema
Zach Vreeman patiently waits for his
moment to play.
Duitman describes the musicians
as very young, enthusiastic, and
willing to come in for extra help. "I
think they'll do a fine job," said
Duitman.
"Crlrnes of
The
need for a
smaller
scale pro-
duction (a
cast of six,
a single-
unit set)
arose with
the depar-
ture last
year of pro-
fessor and
resident
set-designer John Hofland. Du Toit
was also supposed to be absent this
year, having planned to go to the
University of Toronto to do work
for his doctorate, but decided to
stay at Dordt after Hofland left.
The department was left without a
set designer but Du Toit decided to
take on that role himself.
"I have never designed a set
before, but it really has been a pos-
itive experience for me," said Du
Toit, "It really has taught me more
about the importance of set design
in the production and it also has
shown me how much John
(Hofland) did for .us." .TQe entire
.play takes place' in the kitchen of
the Magrath family residence, ,lid
the set is a very realistic-looking
Emily VanderHart, Jason Vande Brake, and
DanielleVriend practice for Crimes of the Heart.
kitchen with three large trees set up
behind the kitchen walls, an
allusion to Anton Checkhov's
classic play, "Three Sisters," in
which three sisters meet in the
forest.
'Crimes of the Heart' is a play
that has everything, Parts of it are
hilariously funny and others are
very sad," said Du Toit. "But most
importantly, it has very approach-
able, human characters whose
experiences we should all be able
to identify with."
'Crimes of the Heart' will play
in the Te Paske Theater on October
14,'16,22, and 23 at 7:30 pm, as
well as a matinee showing on
Saturday October 16, for parents
weekend.
Hey, a
religious film!
Yeah, but .
by David Schaap
Staff Reporter
Stigmata is a rare
film because
Hollywood chooses not
to make movies with
religious themes.
Mostly those corporate
executives do not
believe there is a viable
market out there. They
feel people would much
rather laugh at Adam
Sandler or "ooh" and
"ahh" at special effects
flicks. And they would
be right. Generally,
there is not an audience
for religion and/or
Christianity in film. So
when a rare film that
centers around religion
somehow slips through
cracks and makes it into
nationwide distribution, I do my
best to vote with my dollars by see-
ing it in the theaters. So, I spent
my $6.25 on a ticket to Stigmata
last weekend and, well ... at least I
supported a religious film.
The title Stigmata comes from a
phenomena found almost exclu-
sively in Catholic circles. A rare
few, deeply religious people spon-
taneously develop bleeding
wounds mimicking those that
Christ suffered on the cross.
Believe it or not, several cases of
stigmata have been well document-
ed throughout history and have
recently been accepted by the
Catholic Church as legitimate
events. In fact, the Catholic
Church's newest saint. has fre-
quently experienced wounds on his
hands and feet. So hey, let's make
a movie out of this! OK!
All right, I readily admit that
the idea intrigued me; the plot
looked like it could lead to some
great religious conflict. Plus, the
film has plenty of quality actors
and actresses: Gabriel Bryne,
Patrie a Arquette, and Jonathan
Pyrce. But, I was disappointed: it
could have been much more. The
film does not know what it is, and
this is reflected in its ridiculous ad
campaign: "It will scare the hell
into you. Pray you're not next."
The conflict wobbles between reli-
gious doubt, a love story, a horror
flick and conspiracy theories. The
script needed several more drafts
because beneath all the special
effects and wild camera movement
(and there's lots of that), not a
whole lot of interesting story
exists. Toward the end, the conflict
takes a neck-breaking turn from
Arquette's terrific stigmatic suffer-
ing to a conspiracy of biblical pro-
portions (bad pun, I know). Then
the film makers point fingers at the
Catholic Church for suppressing
other gospels recently uncoverea
and apparently not found in the
Bible, the text of which sounds
suspiciously like a poor pantheistic
interpretation of the Christian life:
"The Kingdom of God is inside
you and all around you. Not in
churches of wood and stone. Split
a piece of wood, and I'm there.
Lift a stone, and you'll find me."
Jesus's exact words apparently.
The film's only redeeming
(sorry, there's another one) quali-
ties are Gabriel Bryne and Patrica
Arquette. I applaud their ability to
make the best of the situation.
Bryne's character deserves some
praise as well: Arquette tempts
him, but to no avail. That makes
me happy. Also, this priest is a
scientist as well, and although he
still struggles with his faith. He
actually was a scientist first and
converted to Catholicism because
of all "the holes in theories of
creation." How many times do
you hear that in a major motion
picture?
So, anyway, I'm not going to
recommend it. Not because some
of you might be offended by it, but
because it simply is not good. Too
bad, we do not get to see Christian
characters, even one-dimensional
ones, in film very often. Next
time, hopefully.
year's Pop Concert
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GOLF
Sept. 14
Martin Luther
Team Standings:
Dordt 313
Dakota State 319
Martin Luther 357
Individual Performances:
Dave Altena 75
(medalist)
Dave Kooiman 76
(runner-up medalist)
Mike Hoium 79
Carl Timmer 79
Bryan Altena 83
Dave Myrdahl 83
Tim Van Iddekinge
Sept. 17
Northwestern
Team Standings:
Dordt 306
NECC 306
Wayne State 309
Northwestern 310
Dakota Wesleyan 321
Briar Cliff 322
Dakota State 326
Individual Performances:
Dave Altena 75
Dave Kooiman 76
Eric Haveman 77
Bryan Altena 78
_-I
Sept. 18
Dordt College Invitational
Team Standings:
Wayne State 301
Northwestern 304
NECC 304
Dordt 311
Briar Cliff 316
Dakota State 320
USD 335
Individual Performances:
Dave Altena 74
Dave Kooiman 76
Dave Myrdahl 77
Bryan Altena 84
...- MEN'S CROSS MEN'S SOCCER• COUNTRY Overall Record: 4-3
Sept. 11
UNO/Creighton Meet - Sept. 14
Omaha Bellevue at Dordt 3-2
Team Standings:
Dordt 35 Goal Leaders:
Creighton 48 Travis Burgers - I
Hastings 60 Jeff Memmelaar - I
Briar Cliff 10I Paul mortlock - I
Assist Leaders:
Individual Performances: Jeff Memmelaar - I
2. Jeff Summerhays, Sr Paul Mortlock - I
26:46 Goalie Stats:
5. Jon Vander Kooy, Sr Arlan Vander Woude - .....
27:24 6 saves, 2 goals allowed
9. Matt Van Essen, Jr
28:16 Sept. 18
10. Darin Arkema, Sr York at Dordt 3-2
28:26
14. Ben Groenewold, Jr Goal Leaders:
28:41 Brett Hendricks - I
WOMEN'S CROSS Travis Burgers - IPaul Mortlock - I
COUNTRY Assist Leaders:
Sept. 11 Travis Burgers - I
Troy Ten Nape! - IUNO/Creighton Meet -
Goalie Stats:Omaha
Arlan Vander Woude -Team Standings:
6 saves, 2 goals allowedNebraska-Omaha 23
Hastings 50
Creighton 59 WOMEN'S SOCCER
Dordt 125
Midland Lutheran 154
Overall Record: 5-0Briar Cliff 166
Individual Performances:
24. Rachel Baber, Fr
23:04
26. Beth Richards, Fr
23:09
27.TabithaVanderwilt,Jr
23:09
30. Loralee Bykerk, So
23:29
34. Carolyn Cramer, So
24:01
Andrew Moody I-----------~
A veteran on Dordt's team, Dave Kooiman has VOLLEYBALL
shot a consistent 76 in his last three matches.
Final season with sore
by Rachelle Vander Wertt
Staff Writer
Changes are in store for Dordt College in the
2000-2001 athletic season as Dordt joins the
Nebraska-Iowa Athletic Conference. Dordt is cur-
rently a part of the South Dakota-Iowa conference,
but after 70 years of existence, this conference is
corning to an end.
All the members of the South Dakota-Iowa
Athletic Conference are going elsewhere, and
Dordt, along with Dakota Wesleyan University,
Mount Marty College, and the University of Sioux
Falls, are joining the Nebraska-Iowa Athletic
Conference.
Although this move is basically seen as a good
thing, there is one problem. The name, Nebraska-
Iowa Athletic Conference, will no longer work.
The South Dakotans probably would not approve
of the name, and since we Iowans and Nebraskans
are such nice people, we do not want to make
South Dakota feel left out. With this in mind, a
name change is in store for the Nebraska-Iowa
Athletic Conference.
The best part is they want your help, and they
are willing to pay $500 for it. I don't know about
you, but right now $500 sounds like a lot of money
to me. If you are hard up for money, like me, sub-
mit a name idea other than Nebraska-Iowa Athletic
Conference to Corey Westra. If your name is cho-
sen you will receive a $500 scholarship. However,
if you are hard up for money and are not good with
words, try your hand at drawing. The Nebraska-
Iowa Athletic Conference is also looking for a
logo. The contest for this will run from.November
15, t999, to January 15,2000, and the winner of
this will also receive a $500 scholarship.
Be creative! Get your brains in gear, and call or
e-mail Corey Westra with your ideas today. His
phone number is X6301 and his e-mail address is
cwestra@dordt.edu. Have fun!
Sept. 3-4
Red Raiders Tournament
Overall 3-0
Doane 3-1
PalmBeachAtlantic 3-0
U of St. Mary 3-0
Sept. 7
Northwestern 3-0
Sept. 9
University of St. Mary 3-0
Sept. 17-18
Graceland Tournament
Overall 3-1
William Woods 3-0
National American 3-1
Concordia 3-1
Columbia 0-3
Sept. 16
USF at Dordt 8-1
Goal Leaders:
Sheila Jansma - 2
Erin Staal -2
Liz Dykstra - 2
Assist Leaders:
Sarah Vriend - 2
Goalie Stats:
Kristin Zomermaand -
o saves, I goal allowed
Sept. 18
Dordt at Midland Lutheran 9-0
Goal Leaders:
Liz Dykstra - 3
Kalie Gaskill - 3
Assist Leaders:
Sarah Vriend - 3
Liz Dykstra - 2
Erin Staal - I
Goalie Stats:
Kristin Zomermaand -
5 saves, 0 goals allowed
Looking for souvenirs of
your time in Sioux Center?
SiOUHCenter caps are now
on sale for $ 7 _OO!
Other memorabilia items are
available at the
chamber office.
They make great gifts, too.
East Coast
battered by
tropical storm
by Matthew McNatt
Staff Writer
Far East
Terror in East Timor has only recently been quelled by an
Australian-led international peacekeeping force.
The terror began before Aug. 30, when over 80% of East
Timor voters rejected Indonesia's offer of autonomy, choos-
ing independence instead. The ballot results were announced
on Sept. 4, and rogue militias, unchecked and perhaps sup-
ported by the Indonesian military, killed hundreds of East
Timorese and forced over 600,000 to flee.
The militias believe the balloting was rigged by the UN, so
most of the UN and nearly every Westerner evacuated the ter-
ritory. The UN soon closed its doors entirely, moving its 'staff
and 1,300 Timorese refugees to Darwin, Australia.
The Australian-led peacekeeping force arrived at dawn on
Monday, and some international press returned.
Sander Thoenes, a Dutch citizen and correspondent for
London's Financial Times, was killed on Tuesday by militia
groups, despite taking necessary precautions for safety.
Middle East
On Sept. 9, Israel released 199 Palestinians who were being
held in prison as security risks, as required by the land-for-
peace deal signed on Sept. 8. One prisoner refused his
release. The handover came one day earlier than required by
the peace deal. Another 150 Palestinians are due to be freed
Oct. 8 and a yet-to-be-determined number are to be released
prior to the start of Ramadan, the Islamic holy month of day-
time fasting.
USA
At least 45 people died in events related to hurricane Floyd,
20 of them in North Carolina. Damage estimates in North
Carolina alone are as high as $6 billion, and more rain is
expected to worsen conditions across the state.
Traffic jams and highway closures hampered relief efforts,
but many lives were saved thanks to the most extensive evac-
uation in US history.
Fann damage was severe along much of the East Coast, and
many residents were going without food or drinking water
early this week. Many homes are still under water.
WESPONSIBILlTY:
Resources meant to be used
wisely and enjoyed
CONTINUED FROM
PAGE 4
There is a very fine line in
the discussion between being
stewardly and being wasteful.
God gives us blessings of
many kinds in North America
and these gifts are meant to
be used wisely but also
enjoyed. As a Christian com-
munity we continually have
to "think beyond ourselves;
we have to look at the larger
community that we belong to,
and the problems that face
it," as the article we are
responding to suggests. It is
very important that as
Christians we hold each other
accountable to any way that
we can reduce excess waste.
Can we turn down the ther-
mostat in the classrooms two
degrees to save on wasted
energy? Can we reduce the
bags of wasted food each
meal at the commons?
Should we be. noting how
much water is poured on the
soccer fields mst every day
during the summer? We need
to continually encourage this
evaluative attitude among
students, professors and sup-
port staff and work through
these issues together as we
seek to grow in Christian
community.
And so, a big thank you to
Ryan Vande Kraats and to the
many others who hold high
the important issue of our use
(and abuse) of the creation
that constitutes our home.
Only in an open-minded and
dialoging community will we
be to grow and learn, and so
be able to discern what is
pure and holy in the sight of
God.
Promoting Servant Leaders
By Teissa Green TG: Do most of the problems that come up start right
away in the year or develop as the year goes along?
SA: We've had a really good start this year, so based on
that, I'd say there's probably a honeymoon period.
Freshmen are feeling their way on what crowd they're in
and finding out who their friends will be. There are defi-
nitely some critical problem times for students-the ends of
the semester are typically kind of wild ...you better just be
aware because something is probably going to happen.
TG: Can you give a couple of examples of the awesome
things you've seen happen on Dordt's campus already
this year?
SA: This is a recent one. It's the best one this year and it
gives you a flavor again of some of the people that I'm
working with in-my staff. North Hall is typically pretty
wild and partying kind of guys. We have a really strong
staff in North Hall this year and my RD just told me that
the staff has made a commitment to get up each morning
at 6:00 and stand outside each one of the resident's doors
and pray for them. I think it's amazing that this staff of
guys who are only 19-years-old would make a commit-
ment like that and that they would believe so much in the
power of prayer that they would inconvenience them-
selves to do that.
TG: What kind of changes do you hope to see happen-
ing in the future?
SA: What I would hope would happen on campus is that
idea of servanthood would be revived and students would
start to see it's not all about me, my happiness, my com-
fort, my needs, but it's
about the other guy
and I need to act as a
servant leader.
Guest Writer
This is Sandi Altena s third year as the Director of
Residence Life. Her main responsibility on campus is to
direct the residence life staff, which includes the RDs, CAs
and RAs, by giving them direction and holding them
accountable for following through with their responsibili-
ties. She also assigns housing, mediates problems and
makes housing changes. Her third responsibility is to com-
municate to Maintenance the physical needs of the build-
ings. She coordinates Student Activities Committee by help-
ing the students in the workstudy positions, taking any heat
that comes along, and fielding questions the faculty has.
She also teaches Psych 235, which is a course on leader-
ship development. Finally, she takes care of the level three
disciplines.
TG: What is your favorite part of your job?
SA: Absolutely, without a doubt, it's working with the stu-
dents. It is really fulfilling and rewarding and what I'm
learning is that as I'm teaching Psych 235 and doing staff
development I'm really gaining a love for leadership devel-
opment.
TG: What is the most challenging part?
SA: The most challenging part is that I'm really busy and I
wear a lot of different kinds of hats. I can flip into a con-
versation about the sewer backing up to somebody who
wants to do a concert on Dordt's campus to somebody run-
ning into my office in tears over a roommate conflict and in
the meantime I have to prepare for Psych 235 class. There's
a lot of things I have to juggle and at times my plate is
extremely full.
TG: What is your opinion of Dordt students overall?
SA: I think there's a continuum and all Dordt students fall
somewhere in that continuum. There is the
extreme left side, which is the partying and
wild-crowd. They go out on Thursday nights
and do drinking very regularly and very heavi-
ly. I think that there's another end and those
students are very interested in developing a
world view and in growing spiritually and inte-
grating their knowledge in the classroom with
their life style--conscientious kinds of stu-
dents. And then there's a lot of students that fall
somewhere in between. I work actually with
both ends of them more than I work with the
center. Because on the left, the kids are in trou-
ble and I work with them doing the disciplines.
On the right are the kids that are often in lead-
ership positions, and I work with them in that
capacity.
TG: What do you see as issues or areas stu-
dents need to work on?
SA: I would hate to stereotype the Dordt stu-
dent or generalize. I know that there are a "-
lot of issues on campus and I would say
that integrity is probably one of them. It's
interesting to me that we have a huge
growth in attendance of GIFT services
and chapel and Bible student participa-
tion and that we also have an increase in
people who are going out to pit parties-
and that is incongruent.
Are you getting sick of Food
Service? Not enough time-or tal-
ent-to cook a meal for yourself?
Save up to $500 by eating at parti-
ciapting Sioux Center restaurants.
The Sioux Center Shopper-per
Saver card has great buy-one-get-
one-free deals and meals at dis-
counted rates. Get your Sioux-per
Saver card at the Q>amber office
(located by the downtown stop-
light) for $10 each or get 2 for
$15. Offers valid through February
18,2000.
-Reoce Yisscher, Owner/Stylist.
-Poulo Oostenink, Stylist-
·Missy Driesen, Stylist-
-Alisso Rcefrnon, Stylist-
-Carmen Mulder
l
Stylist.
•Gwen Yan Roekel, Stylist·
Hours:
MOIl~1luu.:9-9 722 000 B
Fri-Sat.' 9-5 •.
Locatednearthenorthwestentrance
ofthe CentreMall
251]v Main St. 208
Stut in Amsterdam!
Nether ndic Studies Program
in C temporary Europe
Net ndic S «r-t-c-t:
Dordt College
F~l1 \<I:Mar ~
DUtdl tang ........ literature
D.tch Art .nelAr~blt.ctur.
Dutcb CUltufe::and Society
History of the Low Countries
Perspe<:tives in Philosophy
Field Experience In.Psythology
Field Experience in Recreation
Individual Studies (Including
Service Learning Projects)
May 15 to June 3
International Business
Broadtasting and News
Multicultural Issues in Education
p--------------~p--_._----------~
I Monday Night I i'Iuesday Night Buffet
I All-you-can-eat spaghetti I I 5:30-7:00
I I I
: $2.99 :: $3.99~--------------~~--------------p--------------~p--------------:Breadsticks
I
IBuy one get one free
I
For further information contact:
Dr.K.J. Boot
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250-1697
kboot@dordtedu or
htlp:llwww.dordt.edu/acadlspice.shtml
Deedline: November 1, 1999
Now accepting
applications for
waitresses and drivers~-------------_ .._-------'------
